Abstract. In the concurrent language CCS, hvo programs are considered the same if they are bzsimilar. Several years and many researchers have demonstrated that the theory of bisimulation is mathematically appealing and useful in practice. However, bisimulation makes too many distinctions between programs. We consider the problem of adding operations to CCS to make bisimulation fully abstract. We define the class of GSOS operations, generalizing the style and technical advantages of CCS operations. We characterize GSOS congruence in as a bisimulationlike relation called ready simulation. Bisimulation is strictly finer than ready simulation, and hence not a congruence for any GSOS language.
Introduction
One of the most basic things that a programming-language semantics should
give is a notion of program equivalence: a statement telling when two programs do the same thing. Frequently, there are many choices of a notion of program equivalence, and it is not clear how to choose among them. We explore some criteria for selecting one notion over another. Two concurrent programming languages, Milner's CCS [Milner 1980 [Milner , 1983 [Milner , 1989 ] and Hoare's CSP [Hoare 1978 [Hoare , 1985 , share the premise that the meaning of a process is fully determined by a synchronization tree, namely, a rooted, unordered tree whose edges are labeled with symbols denoting basic actions or events. These trees are typically specified by a Structured Operational Semantics (SOS) in the style of Plotkin [1981] A standard example is the pair of trees in Figure 1 , a(b + c) and (ab + at), which are trace equivalent, but not CSP trace congruence, viz., in both CSP and CCS they are distinct processes. Similarly, the trees of Figure 2 , (abc + abd) and a(bc + bd)
are CSP trace congruent but not bisimilar, viz., equal in CSP but considered distinct in CCS [Brookes 1983; Pneuli 1985] . The tree-based approach is developed in Brookes et al. [1984] , de Nicola and Hennessy [1984] , Hoare [1985] , and Olderog and Hoare [1986] . Bisimulation-based systems include Abramsky [1991] , Austry and Boudol [1984] , 13aeten and van Glabbeek [1987] , Bergstru and Klop [1984, 1985] , and Midner [1983, 1984] . The idea of a "silent"
(aka "hidden" or "~-") action plays an important role in both CSP and CCS theories, but creates significant technical and methodological problems; for example, bisimulation ignoring silent actions is not a congruence with respect to the choice operation of CCS. In this paper, we assume for simplicity that there is no silent action. Preliminary investigations indicate that our conclusions about bisimulation generally apply to the case with silent moves; this is a matter of ongoing study [Ulidowski 1992 ]. In the absence of silent action, bisimulation is known to be a congruence with respect to all the operations of CSP/CCS, and Milner has argued that in We noted that a pair of nonbisimilar trees P and Q can be distinguished by an "interactive" protocol.
The protocol itself can be thought of as a new process Bisim [ P, Q] . One might suppose that in a general concurrent programming language, it would be possible to define the new process too, and that success or failure of Bisim [", . ] running on a pair P, Q would be easily visible to an observer who could observe traces.
However, CSP and CCS operations are very similar, and the example of Figure  2 shows that bisimulation is a strictly finer equivalence than trace congruence with respect to CSP/CCS operations. It follows that the contexts Bisim [", . ] distinguishing nonbisimilar processes by their traces are not definable using the standard CSP/CCS operations; if they were, nonbisimilarity could be reduced to trace distinguishability. Namely, any pair of nonbisimilar trees P and Q would also be trace distinguishable by plugging them in for X in Bisim[ X, P] and observing the "success" trace when P is plugged in, but not when Q is plugged in. Thus, we maintain that implicit in concurrent process theory based on bisimulation is another "interactive" kind of metaprocess, which the formalisms of CSP/CCS-languages proposed as bases for understanding interactive processes-are inadequate to define! The central question of this paper [Abramsky 1987; Bloom et al. 1988 ] is
What further operations on CCS/CSP terms are needed so that protocols reducing nonbisirnilarity to trace distinguish abilip become definable?
In the remainder of the paper, we argue that bisimulation cannot be reduced to a trace congruence with respect to any rea,sonab(y structured system of process constructing operations. The implications of this conclusion are discussed in the final section.
In The nonbisimilar trees P* = a(bc + bd) and Q* = a(bc + bd) + abc (cf Figure 7) are GSOS trace congruent.
We remark that GSOS congruence is a strict refinement of CSP congruence.
A map of the equivalences used in this paper is given in Figure 3 ; the higher equivalences are finer than the lower ones. More detail on the collection of process equivalences based on synchronization trees can be found in Abramsky [1987, 1989] and Abramsky and Vickers [1989] . THEOREM 1.3. The processes aa + ab and aa + ab + a(a + b) (see Figure 4) are CSP trace congruent (de Nicola and Hennes,y [1984] , axiom (D5), p. 99), but not GSOS trace congruent.
GSOS congruence has a theory comparable to that of bisimulation in its richness. In Section 7.2, we demonstrate that GSOS congruence is equivalent to ready simulation, a relation between processes whose formulation closely resembles bisimulation.
In Section 8, we present a modal characterization of ready simulation similar to that of Hennessy and Milner [1985] , and in Section 9, we show that it is the trace congruence with respect to two simple GSOS operations and CSP. Abramsky [1987] independently raised the question of how to test distinguishability of nonbisimilar processes and formalized the operational behavior of a set of protocols that do capture bisimulation. In Bloom [1989] and Bloom et al. [1990] , we offer a similar system, slightly improved in certain respects. As 10riginally, the "G" in "GSOS" stood for "guarded recursion." We argue in Section 4.2 that guarded recursion is an inessential feature for our purposes. However, the acronym has been used in two many places by too many authors to be easily changed. It now might as well stand for "Grand." If p is a Hennessy-Milner formula and P is a finitely-branching synchronization tree, then the relation of satisfaction, P % p, is defined by:
-P R tt always, P 1=ff never; -P R (q A~) iff P 1= p and P E +, and similarly for disjunction;
-P R (a)q iff P' > q for some P' such that P 3P'.
-P R [alp iff P' + p for every P' such that P 3P'. 
The intent of the rule is that whenever the antecedent is satisfied by some instantiation of the free variables, then so is the consequent; and conversely that whenever a fact holds, there should be some instantiation of some rule in the language with true antecedent and that fact as consequent. Structured rules, in a variety of guises, are familiar in many areas of mathematics, computer science, and logic. We will frequently use rule schema in a fairly informal following scheme describes two rules for each a G Act. We illustrate the informal use of rules by giving rules for the required operations.
We require that all languages have the same rules for these operations.
The full definitions will be given in Section 4.3.
-If P is a synchronization tree and P' is an a-child of P, then P : P'.
-O has no rules; it denotes the null tree.
-For each a = Act, we have the following rule.b The synchronization tree of aP is that of P with a new root and an edge labeled a from the new root to the root of P.
ax>x (2) -For each a = Act, we have the following two rules. The synchronization tree of P + Q consists of the trees of P and Q with roots identified. jy:y
See Figure 6 for pictures of aP and P + Q. We write a for the process aO when no confusion can arise, use infix notation, and omit parentheses following usual mathematical conventions. For example, we mercifully write a(bc + bd) 6We could make a distinction between axioms and interference rules; for our purposes. it is simplest to consider axioms such as this as interference rules with an empty set of hypotheses.
It is easy to show that + is commutative and associative in the synchronization-tree semantics-that is, for all synchronization trees P and Q, P + Q and Q + P are isomorphic as synchronization trees. We have terms denoting all finite synchronization trees: O denotes the tree with no actions, and if P, denotes the tree t,, then a, PI + . . . + an P,, denotes the tree with an al-edge to t, for each 1 < i < n.
Let We write P A if for some P' we have P~P'; otherwise, P~. P is stopped if for every a G Act, P & .
It is also possible to use partial traces, strings s such that P 3, or infinite traces, infinite strings s such that there exist Pi's such that PO = P and .
p, "L' P, +~for each i. Partial traces are too weak for our purposes, and infinite traces may justifiably be regarded as impossible to observe. In this study, "trace" will always mean "finite terminated trace" unless otherwise specified.
We have used the notation P~Q in two ways for synchronization trees P and Q, in the senses of Definition 2.2 and Definition 3.2.1 the two notions are equivalent on all synchronization trees. Definition 3.2.2. The trace set of P, tr(P), is {s G Act*lP G P' and P' is stopped}.
We formalize "using a program" by the notion of a context.
7T0 do this in full detail, one should formalize the notion of a "proof of P~Qn, and have one a-edge from P to Q for each proof of F'~Q. With the straightforward definition, the term a + a would have the same synchronization tree as a; however, the term a(O + O) + aO would have a different synchronization tree: in particular, the synchronization tree semantics would not be adequate. Counting proofs corrects this anomaly. This subtlety is irrelevant for our purposes, and we do not pursue it. It is well-known that bisimulation is strictly finer than failures semantics. Logically, failure semantics correspond to modal formulas of the form
that is, two processes are CCS/CSP congruent iff they agree on all such formulas. From this, it is routine to check that P* = ;cs\cspQ* but P*~Q, (see Figure 7) . One might wonder why P* and Q+ should be considered different in CCS.
In the spirit of Abramsky [1987] A GSOS rule system 3' over a signature 9 is a finite set of GSOS rules over the actions and operations in % such that precisely the rules (2) and (3) are given for the operations a(") and +.
We first show that each GSOS rule system determines an operational semantics.
The operational semantics will be given by a labeled transition system with the closed =-terms as the processes and the actions in Ad as the Let Y be a GSOS rule system. Then the transition relation on Y is computable finitely branching unifomaly in the tree constants. That is, there is an algorithm that, given an action a, a term P, and oracles for all the tree constants occum"ng in P, produces the (necessarily finite) set of a-children of P.
PROOF.
A straightforward recursion on P. u B. BLOOM ET AL.
As desired, all GSOS operations respect bisimulation It is simpler to talk about synchronization trees (which are absolute) rather than process terms (which change their meaning depending on the language.) Definition 7.1.1. Let P and Q be synchronization trees.
(1) P L~sOsQ iff, for all GSOS languages & including P and Q as trees, P P ;Q.
(2) P -~sOsQ, P and Q are GSOS congruent, iff for all GSOS languages & including P and Q as trees, P s~Q.
Two processes in the language & are GSOS congruent iff their synchronization trees with respect to & are.
READY SIMULATION AND GSOS CONGRUENCE.
The following characterization was discovered by Larsen and Skou [1991] , and independently by van Glabbeek [1993] . Definition 7.2.1
(1) A relation E' between synchronization trees is a ready simulation relation iff, whenever P E 'Q, -whenever P~P', then there is a Q' such that Q~Q' and P'~'Q'.
-whenever P~, then Q~, (2) P~Q if there is some ready simulation relation~' such that P: 'Q.
(3)~mPla~iff P~Q and Q~P. In this case P and Q are said to be ready . .
A useful fact follows immediately
from the definition. Let the ready set of P be defined by readies(P) = (a: P 3 }.
Then, P~Q implies readies(P) = readies(Q).
In the presence of the first bullet in the definition of ready simulation, readies(P) = readies(Q) is equiva- lent to the second clause. The name "ready simulation" comes from the use of the set of actions that the process is ready-to perform.
The relation c is a ready simulation relation, and in fact the largest such relation. The m& result of this section is that P * Q iff P and Q are GSOS congruent. Proving this will take the rest of the section. Before proving it, we
give some examples.
EXAMPLES OF READY SIMULATION.
For any process P, we have P~P. Furthermore, for any P and Q we have aP~aP + aQ, using the relationĩ tself for example, bc~lx + bd. The only possible transition of aP is aP~P, and aP + aQ 5 P and P~P as desired. This inequality, together with the axioms of bisimulation, gives a complete inequational axiom system for ready simulation of finite trees. The canonical example of processes that are ready similar but not bisimilar are P* = a(bc + bd) and Q* = abc + a(bc + bd) + abd of Figure  7 ; the ready simulations relation between them are given in Let P and Q be synchronization trees.
(1) If P~Q, then P E~sOsQ.
(2) If P * Q, then P =~sOsQ.
The proof of (1) We will call these constructs "ruloids" rather than "rules" because they are not the rules used to define the language and because they violate our definition of a GSOS rule (the source of the consequent has the wrong form). In the course of the following proof, we will use the notions of "sound and specifically witnessing" at a variety of types-for example, concerning sets of ruloids, or functions returning ruloids. We sketch the definitions where appropriate; but they are essentially the same as Definition 7.4.2. It remains to show that Q. is stopped. We have P,l~Q., and so readies(P~) = readies(Q,, ). However, P. is stopped, and so readies(P) = 0. Therefore Q. is stopped, and so s is a completed trace of Q as desired. u Also, the modal characterization is mathematically useful; in Section 9, we use the modal characterization to show that ready simulation is precisely GSOS congruence.
The class of denial formulas is
The notion of satisfaction is the same for HML formulas and denial formulas, Definition 2.1.4 with the additional clause P k T a iff P~. Notice that 1 a is equivalent to a restricted use of the [a] modality, viz.
[ a]jf, and we do not allow the full use of this modality.
Denial logic is not closed under negation in any sense; for example, the negation of the formula (a)(a) tt is not a denial formula.
Defirlition
8.1
(1) I' z DL Q iff for all denial formulas p, P R p implies Q > q. (2) P =~~Q iff P L~~Q and Q L~~P. show that P R p implies Q > q by induction on the structure of q simultaneously for all P and Q.
(1) ttand fjf are trivial.
(2) Suppose P R q A q. Then, P R q and P != +, and by induction we have Q 1= q and Q k + and hence Q + yi A * as desired.
Disjunctions are similar.
(3) Suppose that P * (a) q. Then, there is a P' such that P~P' and P' R p. As P~Q, there is a Q' such that P'~Q' and Q $Q'. By induction, Q' 1= q; hence, Q 1= (aa) p. a (4) Suppose that P 1= 7 a. Then, P -, and so Q -; which is to say Q R 1 a.
To prove the converse, we show that L~~is a ready simulation relation. Suppose that P E~~Q.
-Suppose that P 5 P'. We must show that there is some Q' such that Q $ Q' and P' E~, Q'. Suppose for contradiction that there is no a-child Q' of Q such that P' g~~Q'. Q has a finite number of a-children, Q,>... > Q,,. For each child Q,, there is a formula +, such that P' >~, but Q,# 4,. Let += +1A . . . A~n; if there are no children, then let + = tt.
Then, P' 1=~and so P + (a)+. However, Q 1# (a)+, which violates the assumption that P L~~Q.
-Suppose that P~. Then, P k~a, and so Q 1= = a. This is equivalent to Q 2 as desired.
We have shown that L~~is a ready simulation relation, and so P L~~Q implies P c Q. u
In fact, the full syntax of denial formulas is not required; disjunctions and & are not necessary. For example, the formulas ( a)( P v y) and (( a)~) V (( a)~) are logically equivalent. The essential denial formulas are given by the syntax:
q::= = ttlpA pl(a)ql-a.
LEMMA 8.3. P =~~Q iff P and Q agree on all essential denial formulas.
PROOF. Use the fact that ( a)( p v I)) and (( a)p) v (( a)~) are logically equivalent, and the other rules of modal logic. u
Ready Simulation Can Be Traced
In this section, we introduce an extension CCSSS of CCS whose congruence is just ready simulation; that is, P =~~Q iff P =~csss Q. We add two operations.
cpP is a copying operator: when P signals that it wants to fork, cpP forks. S D P is a sort of controlled communication: S runs alone, except that it occasionally allows P the ability to take a step and communicate with it. These operations correspond to the copying and button-pushing operations in the testing scenarios of Bloom and Meyer [1992] .
Using these operations, we code denial formulas into contexts and traces, and so understand ready simulation in CCSSS. CP[P] tests the process P to see if it satisfies q, producing a characteristic kind of trace iff P satisfies q.
Formally, we fix several distinct actions. We use o as a sort of "visible silent action;" processes will emit o's while they are operating. The actions c1 and Cz are used by processes to signal to the cp operator that they wish to fork. In S D P, S uses the d action to signal that it wishes to communicate with P. There is an auxiliary operator D~used by D . cp( P) usually does just what P does. However, when P signals that it wants to be forked (by the c1 and Cz actions), cp(P) forks it.
x$x' (a @ {cl, c2}) X2X1,X2X2 
Stopped.
To illustrate how the testing for 1 a works, consider:
So, the only trace of CT~ [ a + b] for all P, as desired. q = t A 0: CO. OIPI = Cp((clS$ + CZSO) D P). As ((clSt + CZSO) D P) can make both c1 and Cz transitions, the cp forks the process:
The lemma follows from the ordinary properties of sequences and interleaving. In this case p~, the trace of C. .[P] is oof, which is q-sad. q = (a)*:
Consider any P' such that P~P'. (If there are no such P "s, then the process is stuck and the trace is p-sad as required.) cp(a.t.~v DIP)~cp(t.fl~D P')~cp(~v D P') = C+[P'], If P 1= p, then there is a P' such that P~P' R v. By the induction hypothesis Cti[P'1 has a +-happy trace, and so we have found a p-happy trace of CP [P] . If P # p, then P'~~, and so every trace of CV [P] The following are equivalent:
(1) P~Q (State-cowespondence definition) (2) P L~sOLYQ (Approximation in all GSOS languages.) (3) P L~~Q (Approximation with respect to all denial formulas) (4) I' + q implies Q k P for all essential denial formulas p. (5) P E~csssQ (Trace approximation in CCSSS).
COROLLARY 10.2. Bisirnulation is a strict refinement of ready simulation, and hence of GSOS congmence.
In particular, the processes P* and Q* are trace congruent with respect to euey GSOS language, although they are not bisimilar.
There are a few other definitions of ready simulation, but they are of less interest.
For example, it is possible to define the nth approximant to ready simulation as is done for bisimulation in Milner [1980 Milner [ , 1981 ; and then P=. Q for all n iff P~Q. for example, the proof of Theorem 7.4.1 given in Section 7.4 uses the existential definition, and the proof in Section 9 that CCSSS congruence is precisely ready simulation uses the modal characterization. These results, and similar work on other aspects of ready simulation, suggest that the theory of 10In other work, B. Bloom has used bisimulation methods to verify a silicon compilation scheme [Weber et al. 1992] . The compiler was correct up to bisimulation, and the correctness proof up to bisimulation was no harder than the proof up to trace congruence, so we proved the stronger theorem.
ready simulation is very similar to that of bisimulation in character and power. Larsen and Skou [1991] have proposed the use of probability, testing a process often enough to observe all possible behaviors with high probability. There is a very strong connection between ordinary and probabilistic bisimulation, and a tantalizing and debatable failure of the use of probability as a mechanism for observing bisimulation, and a tantalizing and debatable failure of the use of probability as a mechanism for observing bisimulation; this is discussed in Bloom and Meyer [1992] and Larsen and Skou [1991] . Baeten and Weijland [1990] , which has better equational properties than weak bisimulation. It is possible to find subsets of the GSOS format which respect weak bisimulation and its relatives [Bloom 1993 ] though the congruences for these rule formats remain to be characterized.
It is strictly coarser than bisimulation, as P* and Q* are trace congruent and hence weakly trace congruent; but they are not weakly bisimilar.
Even the definition of trace congruence is no longer obvious. In the (oversimplified) theory of this study, there was only one way that a process could not perform a visible action: if it is a stopped process. Given a silent move, there are now more ways that a process can do nothing visible. Consider the processes O (which does nothing), t-(which computes a while and then does nothing), 7(I-+ n-r) (which does some more complex computation before doing nothing),~o (which thinks forever about what it should do next), and 7(I-+~0, (which may or may not think forever).
The proper identifications between these processes are not obvious; and even the criteria for choosing between the possible choices are subject to some debate. Van Glabbeek [1993] discusses a vast range of choices.
We allowed negative rules because they gave extra programming power and T-$ cy(qj-/a)
It is not hard to show that there is no arrow relation which agrees with these rules: 7r/a can move iff it cannot move, for:
This is similar to the fact that unguarded recursion and negation do not mix.
The program fix [X. a ( X)] is a term involving an unguarded recursion that can take an a-step iff it cannot take an a-step.
It is possible to have some syntactic conditions that guarantee finite branching and existence of a transition relation, but they are necessarily global. The operation T amounts to an unguarded recursion; however, there is nothing about the form of rule (13) 
Intuitively, J is a process that perfcu-ms an a-move and then does whatever it does after it performs an a-move. This intuitive definition does not uniquely determine what J does after its a-move; neither does the formalism of sound and witnessing transition relations.
Consider a proof (used loosely) that J/a S K for some K. It must start with the rule for /a used with x = J, and thus have hypotheses J~JI and .lI -$ K. J has only one transition, from (14), and hence JI = J/a. That is, any proof that J/a~K is infinitely long, consisting essentially of repeated proofs of J/a 5 K. Now, we define two transition relations -+~and~,, with P -+~Q there is a finite proof of this, and P s, Q if there is an infinite proof. In particular, J/a~~but J/a~~K for all processes K. 130th *~and~~are easily seen to be sound and witnessing; as they disagree on J/a, they are not equal. 
Let N = MO + K(MO)/a\a; so
We will show that N has an infinite number of a-children. Clearly N $ Ml.
Suppose that
AJ%Pfi.
We have K(kfO)%%+fL5kfl+I
and so K(~O)/a/a $~~+1.
As N = MO + K ( MO)/a/a, we therefore have N&14L+1.
In particular, N $ M, for each j >1. 
